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Five days in September. Eleven shooting events. Six-hundred and twenty registered shooters. An 

event of that scale could only have been the South Central Regional Championships and 

Diamond Classic, with a FITASC Grand Slam added for good measure. Held from September 2 

to 6 at Greater Houston Sports Club (GHSC), it was the biggest event, with the largest 

attendance, ever hosted by the club.  

 

Nineteen sponsors – from nationally known sporting companies to our local companies and 

friends – joined GHSC to make this a special affair. With a total of $153,000 in prize money, the 

payout was the highest in the Regional’s history. In addition to serious target shooting, 

diversions – with serious prizes – were added with the Mega Prize Game and the Big Bird 

drawings. Both were one-part shooting ability – you had to hit a few targets to earn your tickets – 

and one-part the good fortune of having your number drawn. The Mega Prize Game lived up to 

its name, with nearly $30,000 of rewards, including a Krieghoff K-80 Vintage Scroll with 

upgraded wood, two Beretta 686’s, a Browning Citori 725, and 50 cases of Winchester and 50 

Fiocchi ammunition. The Big Bird prizes included three more Berettas and more cases of shells.  

 

The first of the tournament’s procession of trophies, payouts, and options were awarded after the 

Mabry/Balaski Preliminary Friday shoot-offs. Bobby Fowler shot a 97 for the HOA honors, the 

RU tiebreaker earned by Theo Ribbs (96) over Cory Kruse. The Ladies Prelim Champion 

position was earned by Reanna Frauens (92) in a tiebreaker with Karen Shedd. It was a narrow 

margin for the four top shooters and foreshadowed the tight competition to come between Karen 

Shedd, Desirae Edmunds, and Madison Sharpe.  

 

The 100-target Aguila 5-Stand followed the purse to class format and ran for all five days of the 

shoot. Champion Brad Kidd shot a 98, only one target over RU’s Bobby Fowler and Jasper 

Copelan. Bobby won the tiebreaker, with Jasper taking 3rd honors. In the Ladies 5-Stand, 



Champion Meagan Harrington was a comfortable two targets in front of her nearest competitors, 

Haylyn Hanks and Madison Sharpe.  

 

The Krieghoff and FITASC Grand Slam was scheduled from Wednesday to Saturday. With 200 

targets from 8 parcours, 226 entrants had their eye on nine payouts, trophies, options, and winner 

rings. HOA went to Gebben Miles with 182, followed by RU Derrick Mein (180), and Bill 

McGuire (179). The Ladies FITASC Champion came down to a tiebreaker between Karen Shedd 

and Desirae Edmunds, both with a 164. Karen didn’t blink, earning the top spot with Desirae in 

2nd, and Christina Loudenslager in 3rd (161).  

 

The 100-target Legacy Cup Super Sporting Event ran Wednesday to Saturday. It was the second 

biggest event of the shoot, with 332 contenders competing for a purse and trophies based on 

class. From a total of 159 Master Class guns, Dylan Anderson took top honors and 50% of the 

$7950 Master Class purse. Bill McGuire and Jasper Copelan took 2nd and 3rd, respectively. 

Shooters experienced something a little different in this event, with the targets thrown from the 

beds of a flock of Legacy Ford pick-ups. 

 

Krieghoff sponsored a fun 50-target Sporting Clays competition for 12-, 20-, 28-gauge, and .410 

that ran for five days. The 12-gauge event brought out the best in the best, ending in a three-way 

tie with perfect 50s. The tiebreaker Champion honors went to Bobby Fowler, RU Joseph M. 

Dianda, and William Walton 3rd. Chad Johnston (50), Dalton Kirchhoeffer (49), and Doss 

Bourgeois (48) took the top three spots in the 20-gauge. It was Chad Johnston (50) again as HOA 

in the 28-gauge Sporting, followed by RU J.J. Keeth (47). Four shooters tied with a 46 in the 

.410 bore Sporting, the tiebreaker HOA won by R.J. Mehnert, with Scott R. Kramer (RU), and 

Major J Pirtle (3rd) and Gregory Nassar taking the M1 prize.   

 

The 50-target 20-gauge FITASC was another tight race, with Champion William Walton’s 48 

only a target ahead of RU Jerry Rackley and 3rd place Doss Bourgeois, decided by a tiebreaker. 

Billy Jensen dominated the 50-target 28-gauge FITASC with a perfect 50, his closest competitor 

RU Paul McCormick (48) with Christina Loudenslager (47) taking 3rd. 

 



The 200-target SC Regional Sporting Clays Main Event rotations were held Saturday and 

Sunday. Sponsored by Beretta, Beck & Masten GMC North, and West Side Drywall, 447 

shooters vied for the largest payout schedule in Regional history. It was a tight race. At the end 

of the first day, Tim Jewell was at the top of the pile with a 93, a one target advantage over his 

closest contenders. By the Sunday shoot-offs, it was David Radulovich who took the $10,000 

HOA purse with a 184. His performance will be long remembered – he won it with a cracked 

stock repaired with resin and tape! The RU spot came down to a tiebreaker between Nicolas 

Berry and Cory Kruse, both just one target away from David’s 184. The shooters split the $7,500 

Runner Up and 3rd place purse, with Nicolas earning the RU spot and Cory 3rd. Ladies Champion 

Meagan Harrington shot a 173, with RU Madison Sharpe (172) decided by a tiebreaker with 3rd 

place Desirae Edmunds.  

 

This year White Flyer was the sponsor for the coveted Diamond Classic trophies awarded for the 

High All-Around (HAA) scores in the Main, FITASC, Super Sporting, and 5-Stand. Between the 

heat and the Sunday rain, the winners earned their awards for not just shotgunning mastery, but 

endurance! The HOA was swept by Gebben Miles (547), followed by RU Bill McGuire (544), 

and Derrick Mein (543) in 3rd. Ladies HAA Meagan Harrington’s 509 score gave her a two-

target margin over RU Desirae Edmunds, with Karen Shedd (504) placing 3rd. The Diamond sub-

gauge HOA winners were Chad Johnston (143), RU Gregory Nassar (139), and Johnnie 

Hoffman 3rd (131).  

 

The GHSC staff had been talking about the South Central Regional Championships and 

Diamond Classic, with its FITASC Grand Slam, for over a year – and planning for it just as long. 

Chief Operating Officer Kevin Dougherty says the club’s strategy was to prepare for extreme 

heat and extreme rain – and they got both! For the extreme water outcome, the club concentrated 

on infrastructure, including a goal to park every car on a hard surface. Drainage projects on the 

East and Central Courses were finished, including several new ponds. The Game Park by the big 

lake was cleaned, graded, and seeded, with rock walkways constructed to each station. For the 

punishing heat scenario, tents and umbrellas were erected at every station, with hospitality tents 

at regular intervals to dispense drinks and snacks. The staff rolled 5,000 towels to put on ice in 

strategic locations around the grounds. 



 

In the days before the event, trucks were busy delivering stacks of golf carts, tents, chairs, target 

throwers, pallets of targets and shells, and food and water. ATVs were packed with the 

necessities of the shoot, fanning out from the clubhouse in every direction to supply the field. To 

the untrained eye, it was chaos. To the staff, it was business as usual, just on a larger scale!  

 

The metamorphosis from shooting club to the Regional was impressive. The East and Central 

courses were closed for days before the shoot, providing an extra window for the target setters to 

plan, set, and test targets for the Prelim and Regional Main Event. The South Course was 

converted into the all-gauge Sporting Event, the North Course into the Super Sporting event, and 

the 5-Stand extended most of the way down the east road. The line of club skeet fields morphed 

into practice row, along with sub-gauge FITASC, snooker, and the Mega-Prize Game. Eight 

FITASC courses lined the south side of the road and lakefront in the club’s new Game Park.  

 

The staff didn’t have time to worry – much – as two hurricanes meandered towards Texas before 

the event. Fortunately, one lost its steam, and unfortunately, the other greatly impacted our 

friends in SE Texas and SW Louisiana. Although the numbers of new infections were dropping 

in Texas, the staff adhered to exacting pandemic protocol. Masks, hand and surface sanitizers 

were situated at every place imaginable. Laura Lucas was posted at the club entrance, by her 

estimate taking the temperature of some 600 foreheads. Through the hard work of the field staff, 

and the organization and planning efforts by Ashley Reyes and Afton Stone, GHSC was ready as 

the first cars and trucks made their way down Champions Drive Wednesday morning for the 

tournament kick-off.  

 

As Kevin looks back on the event, he says his only worry was the monsoon rains that soaked the 

last flight of shooters. With eyes scrutinizing the ‘lightning ap’ on his phone, he knew the seven 

Sunday shoot-offs were going to be delayed. Minutes mattered as over a hundred spectators lined 

the field, the shoot-offs finished in the final minutes before darkness. 

 

Kevin also mentioned how well the target presentations were received. Mike Boire was at the 

helm as target setter for nearly every event, except for the sub-gauges and Central Course Main, 



which were handled by Jason Menke and Henry Velazquez, respectively. Theirs was a massive 

job, as each target was set, shot, tweaked, then shot again. Then they repeated the sequence. In 

the end, the field bristled with over 300 machines that launched over a quarter million targets. 

Congratulations to Henry Velazquez, who was invited to set some of the targets for this year’s 

Nationals.   

 

The Regional is one for the record books now. Kevin and the club staff are preparing for the next 

event, the next opportunity to provide the things he says are the most important part of the job – 

targets and hospitality. “That,” he says, “is why we’re here.” For a summary of all the Regional 

shooter scores, visit www.winscore.com. To keep up with the next shoots at Greater Houston 

Sports Club, see www.greaterhoustonsportscub.com or contact Kevin at 

Kevin@GreaterHoustonSportsClub.com.  
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